OUR MISSION:
“To educate and prepare young people for a future in rallying through training and participation”
Dear Pete & all at SAMSC,
The Junior Ecosse Challenge has had another successful championship through 2019. The competition has been
strong and very close all the way through. In the end the title was only decided at the last event and from 2nd-4th
positions in the championship were decided on the very last stage!
We would like to thank you for your support thoughout 2019. The success of the championship is only possible in
the first instance with the support of championships, clubs, events and people like yourselves.
The nail-biting final took place at Anglesey Circuit and resulted in our champion Cameron Davidson taking the top
spot. 2nd place in the championship went to Jack Hall and 3rd place to Oliver Hunter.
The 8 rounds of the Championship once again provided variety and different challenges for everybody. From the
technical stuff at Ingliston and Kames to the wide open spaces at Crail and the learning curve of driving in the dark
at Anglesey. We take for granted driving in the dark but we forget that the youngsters don’t drive regular and some
have never driven with lights on! Each one of them loved the experience although the parents maybe not enjoying it
as much until the car reappears out of the black surroundings.
Through 2019 we have had 14 registered competitors with 11 regularly taking part. We had 3 novice drivers and we
had 3 visitors taking part at various events from Ireland.
As well as the 8 events we also held 3 training days throughout the year. The training sessions are a vital part in the
success of the youngsters both in and out of the stages.
Our focus now turns towards 2020. We will only be losing 1 of our competitors due to his age and we are in talks
with 4 new competitors so far about joining us for 2020 so it is looking good for numbers so far.
Our end of championship awards presentation will take part on the afternoon of Sunday 5th of January at the
Riverside Museum in Glasgow. If you would like to be there we would be delighted to see you. This will start at 2pm
with a buffet followed by the presentation of awards. If you do wish to attend please let us know in advance for
catering information.
Thank you again for your support throughout 2019.
Yours Sincerely
Stuart Sheridan
Co-ordinator

Roy Campbell
Chairman

www.j1000ecossechallenge.co.uk
facebook – junior1000 or juniorrallyscotland

